
#include <INTRODUCTION>
{ Putin’s war increasingly weakens Russia and the EU. The Emirates lose influence in a financial crisis 
 _and have to sell the Belgrade Waterfront before it is fully completed. Serbia does not join the EU 
  _but increasingly orients towards China, which is consolidating its position as the most important 
   _global player in politics and economy as the war winds down. Chinese investments have been flowing 
    _into the digitalization of Belgrade for several years. In parallel, it continues to expand the 
     _“New Silk Road” initiative and offers loans to participating countries. It is gaining the 
       _upper hand in global trade and making other countries depend on it by exploiting resources. 
        _human rights violations are condoned and global economic entanglements prevent outside 
         _countries from intervening. The infrastructures that have already been bought up, such as 
          _ports, serve as distribution centers around which digitalized cities are to be built. The 
           _country is becoming the global political and economic center and Belgrade Waterfront a   
            _showcase project outside its own borders. }
#include <NEW WORLD ORDER> [error][][][][][][][][][][][][][][][][][][][][][][][][][]
{ The world order in the digital age is being renegotiated. As a result of the climate crisis, millions 
 _of people are fleeing - analog national borders are coming under pressure. The political constitution 
  _of Western countries is increasingly out of balance. The virtual world is ruled by companies loyal 
   _to the states. Digital borders are being erected. Russia and China are the first to protect 
    _themselves against the intrusion of virtual people with a firewall. Entry is thus only possible with 
     _digital passports. While in Europe every citizen gets a right to a digital passport, in other 
      _countries passports have to be bought. Immense digital migration is occurring: more and more 
       _people see the opportunity to work or study digitally in other countries. The legal situation 
        _here remains unclear for a long time, as politicians are struggling to adopt a globally valid 
         _digital labor law. This leads to large differences in income. Segregation is on the rise. }
#include <NEGOTIATING AGENCY>
{ During the war in Ukraine, Russian opposition to Putin came to Serbia. Numerous IT companies moved 
 _their headquaters from Moscow to Belgrade, so that the city quickly established itself as a location 
  _for technophile start-ups. Increasing digitization is leading to more corruption but at the same 
   _time it is also strengthening Belgrade’s anti-government alliances, which can exert pressure on the 
    _government via cyber attacks. Pressure from the population is increasing, especially after Eagle 
     _Hills drops out of funding. Politics is unstable and vulnerable. The activists take advantage of 
      _this weak moment and increase their presence. Nevertheless, the contract with Huawei gets signed. 
       _A virtual layer is planned to cover the Belgrade waterfront. A new consumer space is created - 
        _virtual space that can be turned into profit. Analog space is thus increasingly losing its 
         _value as an object of speculation. Huawei then agrees to transfer part of the residential 
          _space and the green areas of the Waterfront to public ownership. The originally planned 
           _development is never fully realized. People who worked on the site in the 2020s remained
            _site even after construction of the project was stopped, planting gardens and settling 
             _permanently in the housing containers. Existing apartments were released at a moderate 
              _price. Original owners who do not use their apartments for living are compensated with a 
               _share of the virtual space. The result is a socially mixed but highly segregated space.}
#include <ENVIRONMENTAL CRISIS>
{ The government and the population nevertheless remain in a tense relationship. Two consecutive heat 
 _summers result in hundreds of deaths. In 2028, more and more people fall ill with diarrheal 
  _diseases. An NGO finds coliform bacteria in the drinking water and sees the origin in the massive 
   _pollution of the Danube. The government understands that it can only maintain its power if the 
    _quality of life in Belgrade increases. Together with Huawei, a plan is developed to adapt
     _Belgrade to the model of the Chinese planned city Xiong’an New Area. Millions are being 
      _invested: Air, water and soil quality are permanently measured and an underground garbage 
       _system is built. Green areas are being planted more intensively, and trees are being monitored 
        _with intelligent chips. Finally, the roads are being closed to car traffic for all but two hours 
         _a day, and a subway line is being built. Many of the projects peter out halfway or are poorly
          _executed in the short time available. Nevertheless, the quality of life in analog Belgrade
           _increases and the protests of the activists initially decline.}
#include <THE VIRTUAL REALM>
{ Parallel to the transformation of the analog waterfront, Meta-Belgrade is being implemented. Every 
 _centimeter of the “real space” is digitally captured and can be played virtually. VR glasses will be 
  _replaced by contact lenses as early as 2030. Many people wear them permanently. This changes the use 
   _of urban spaces: virtual attractions are programmed into public spaces that can be made visible via a 
     _paywall. Other content, such as personalized advertising or propaganda, can be hidden after payment. 
      _the shopping mall becomes a white cube and shows visitors different stores depending on their digital 
      _profile. Some rooms are also used for exhibitions.}
#include <SURVEILLANCE>
{ But even spaces that cannot be completely replaced digitally are changing: facial recognition is becoming 
 _a key: it serves as a payment method in the supermarkets, apartment doors open automatically when the 
  _resident approaches. Soon, Huawei and the Belgrade government develop a social-ecological points system
   _based on the Chinese model. In addition to social behavior, the system also assesses the ecological 
    _acceptability of citizens’ lifestyles. Products that are harmful to the climate are digitally 
     _rationed. Thousands of data are permanently collected and assigned to faces. Privacy must be 
      _protected by firewalls. Over time, the points system continues to develop into a legal instrument 
       _of power. Anyone who defies the laws of the Belgrade government is denied access to the door of his 
        _or her apartment or to the polling station or other public spaces. Prisons thus become obsolete.}
#include <VIRTUAL RESISTANCE>
{ There are suspicions that facial recognition does not work for everyone in the same way. Some groups, 
 _especially ethnic minorities, are monitored more closely. In 2033, a scandal finally breaks out: The 
  _government destroys all firewalls in the construction containers and monitors every movement of the 
   _residents; many are arrested. The population of Belgrade is increasingly unsettled and turns to 
    _activists and NGOs worldwide. They organize demonstrations against Huawei and the Serbian government: 
     _100,000 people gather for virtual protests and demand virtual justice }
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<<Mihailo Markovic
782755
4/10 SP
  more >>
  _03.10.1959
  _pensioneer
  _1 child

<<Nadiya Djedovic
784901
1/10 SP
  more >>
  _06.04.1989
  _English Teacher
  _2 children

<<Stella Markovic
784786
3/10 SP
  more >>
  _01.07.1989
  _ real estate agent
  _2 children

<<Seagull
Larus melanocephalus
3/10 Danger
 more>>
 _approx. life time 718 days
 _Chlamydophila psittaci
 _19 decendants

<<-
781052
7/10 SP
  more >>
  _[error]
  _[error]
  _[error]

>> #include
   _movie
   _watch >>

<<IGOR SOKOLOW
952453
8/10 SP
  more >>
  _08.12.1984
  _IT SPECIALIST
  _0 children


